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Abstract
We study the problem of injecting knowledge
into large pre-trained models like BERT and
RoBERTa. Existing methods typically update the
original parameters of pre-trained models when
injecting knowledge. However, when multiple
kinds of knowledge are injected, they may suffer
from catastrophic forgetting. To address this, we
propose K-ADAPTER, which remains the origi-
nal parameters of the pre-trained model fixed and
supports continual knowledge infusion. Taking
RoBERTa as the pre-trained model, K-ADAPTER
has a neural adapter for each kind of infused
knowledge, like a plug-in connected to RoBERTa.
There is no information flow between different
adapters, thus different adapters are efficiently
trained in a distributed way. We inject two kinds
of knowledge, including factual knowledge ob-
tained from automatically aligned text-triplets on
Wikipedia and Wikidata, and linguistic knowl-
edge obtained from dependency parsing. Re-
sults on three knowledge-driven tasks (total six
datasets) including relation classification, entity
typing and question answering demonstrate that
each adapter improves the performance, and the
combination of both adapters brings further im-
provements. Probing experiments further show
that K-ADAPTER captures richer factual and com-
monsense knowledge than RoBERTa.
1. Introduction
Language representation models, which are pre-trained on
large-scale text corpus through unsupervised objectives like
(masked) language modeling, such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), GPT (Radford et al., 2018; 2019), XLNet (Yang
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et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel
et al., 2019), have established state-of-the-art performances
on various NLP downstream tasks.
Despite the huge success of these large pre-trained models
in emperical studies, recent studies suggest that models
learned in such an unsupervised manner struggle to capture
rich knowledge. For example, Poerner et al. (2019) suggest
that although language models do well in reasoning about
the surface form of entity names, they fail in capturing rich
factual knowledge. Kassner & Schu¨tze (2019) observe that
BERT mostly did not learn the meaning of negation (e.g.
“not”). Talmor et al. (2019) find that language models fail
completely on half of eight reasoning tasks that require
symbolic operations such as comparison, conjunction, and
composition. These observations motivate us to study the
injection of knowledge into pre-trained models like BERT
and RoBERTa.
Recently, some efforts have been made to exploit injecting
knowledge into pre-trained language models (Zhang et al.,
2019; Lauscher et al., 2019; Levine et al., 2019; Peters et al.,
2019; He et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 2020). Most previous
works (as shown in Table 1) augment the standard language
modeling objective with knowledge-driven objectives and
update model parameters in a multi-task learning manner.
Although these methods, with updated pre-trained models,
obtain better performance on downstream tasks, they fail to
continual learning (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017). Model parame-
ters need to be retrained when we want to inject many new
kinds of knowledge, which may result in the catastrophic
forgetting of previously injected knowledge. Meanwhile,
the resulting pre-trained models produce entangled represen-
tations, which makes it hard to investigate the effect of each
knowledge when multiple kinds of knowledge are injected.
In this paper, we propose K-ADAPTER, a flexible and sim-
ple approach that infuses knowledge into large pre-trained
models. K-ADAPTER has attractive properties including
supporting continual knowledge infusion and producing dis-
entangled representations. It remains the original representa-
tion of a pre-trained model unchanged and exports different
representations for different types of infused knowledge.
This is achieved by the integration of compact neural mod-
els, dubbed adapters here. Adapters are knowledge-specific
models plugged outside of a pre-trained model, whose in-
puts are the output hidden-states of intermediate layers of
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Table 1. Comparison between our approach (K-ADAPTER) and previous works on injecting knowledge into BERT.
Model Knowledge Source Objective BERT fixed in
training?
Continual knowl-
edge infusion?
ERNIE (Zhang et al.,
2019)
Wikipedia, WikiData entity linking N N
LIBERT (Lauscher
et al., 2019)
WordNet synonym word prediction,
hyponym-hypernym prediction
from scratch N
SenseBERT (Levine
et al., 2019)
WordNet word-supersense prediction from scratch N
KnowBERT (Peters
et al., 2019)
Wordnet, Wikipedia,
CrossWikis
entity linking , hypernym linking N N
WKLM (Xiong et al.,
2020)
WikiPedia, WikiData replaced entity detection N N
BERT-MK (He et al.,
2019)
Unified Medical Lan-
guage System
discriminate between real and fake
facts
N N
K-Adapter (this work) Wikipedia, Wikidata, de-
pendency parser
predication prediction, dependency
relation prediction
Y Y
the pre-trained model. In this work, we take RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) as the base pre-trained model and integrate two
types of knowledge, including factual knowledge obtained
by aligned Wikipedia text to Wikidata triplets, linguistic
knowledge obtained by applying off-the-shell dependency
parser to web texts. In the pre-training phase, we train two
adapters independently on relation classification task and
dependency relation prediction task, respectively, while re-
maining the original parameters of RoBERTa frozen. Since
adapters have much less trainable parameters compared with
RoBERTa, the training process is memory efficient.
We conduct extensive experiments on six benchmark
datasets across three knowledge-driven tasks, i.e., relation
classification, entity typing and question answering. Ex-
periments show that K-ADAPTER consistently performs
better than RoBERTa, and achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on five datasets, and comparable performance com-
pared with CosmosQA SOTA. We further conduct probing
experiments on LAMA (Poerner et al., 2019) and LAMA-
UHN (Petroni et al., 2019), demonstrating that K-ADAPTER
captures richer factual and commonsense knowledge than
RoBERTa.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We present K-ADAPTER, a flexible approach that
supports continual knowledge infusion into large pre-
trained models (e.g. RoBERTa in this work).
• We infuse factual knowledge and linguistic knowledge,
and show that adapters for both kinds of knowledge
work well on downstream tasks.
• K-ADAPTER achieves state-of-the-art or comparable
performance by fine-tuning parameters on three down-
stream tasks, and captures richer factual and common-
sense knowledge than RoBERTa on probing experi-
ments.
2. Related Work
Our work relates to the area of injecting knowledge into pre-
trained models such as BERT. As stated in Table 1, previous
works mainly differ from the knowledge sources and the
objective used for training.
ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019) injects a knowledge graph into
BERT. They align entities from Wikipedia sentences to fact
triples in WikiData, and discard sentences with less than
three entities. In the training process, the input includes sen-
tences and linked facts, and the knowledge-aware learning
objective is to predict the correct token-entity alignment.
Entity embeddings are trained on fact triples from WikiData
via TransE (Bordes et al., 2013). LIBERT (Lauscher et al.,
2019) injects pairs of words with synonym and hyponym-
hypernym relations in WordNet. The model takes a pair
of words separated by a special token as the input, and is
optimized by a binary classification problem, which predicts
whether the input holds a particular relation or not. Sense-
BERT (Levine et al., 2019) considers word-supersense
knowledge. It inject knowledge by predicting the super-
sense of the masked word in the input, where the candi-
dates are nouns and verbs and the ground truth comes from
WordNet. KnowBERT (Peters et al., 2019) incorporates
knowledge bases into BERT using Knowledge attention
and recontextualization, where the knowledge comes from
synset-synset and lemma-lemma relationships in WordNet,
and entity linking information in Wikipedia. If entity link-
ing supervision is available, the model is learned with an
additional knowledge-aware log-likelihood or max-margin
objective. WKLM (Xiong et al., 2020) also use documents
from Wikipedia aligned with fact triples from WikiData.
It replaces entity mentions in the original document with
names of other entities of the same type. The model is
trained to distinguish the correct entity mention from ran-
domly chosen ones. BERT-MK (He et al., 2019) integrates
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Figure 1. (a) Pre-trained language models inject multiple kinds of knowledge with multi-task learning. Model parameters need to be
retrained when injecting new kinds of knowledge, which may result in the catastrophic forgetting (b) Our K-ADAPTER injects multiple
kinds of knowledge by training adapters independently on different pre-train tasks, which supports continual knowledge infusion. When
we inject new kinds of knowledge, the existing knowledge-specific adapters will not be affected. KIA represents the adapter layer and
TRM represents the transformer layer, both of which are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Structure of the adapter layer (left). The adapter layer
consists of two projection layers and N=2 transformer layers, and
a skip-connection between two projection layers.
fact triples from knowledge graph. For each entity, it sample
incoming and outcoming instances from the neighbors on
the knowledge graph, and replaces head or tail entity to cre-
ate negative instances. The model is learned to discriminate
between real and fake facts.
As shown in Table 1, our model (K-ADAPTER) differs from
previous studies in three aspects. First, we consider both
fact-related objective (i.e. predicate/relation prediction) and
linguistic-related objective (i.e. dependency relation predic-
tion). Second, the original parameter of BERT is clamped
in the knowledge infusion process. Third, our approach
supports continual learning, which means that the learning
of different adapters are not entangled. This flexibility en-
ables us to efficiently inject different types of knowledge
independently, and inject more types of knowledge without
any loss on the previously injected knowledge.
3. K-ADAPTER
As illustrated in Figure 1 (a), most of the previous works en-
hance pre-trained language models by injecting knowledge
and update model parameters through multi-task learning.
Regardless of these different versions of knowledge-injected
methods with multi-task learning, common issues not fully
studied are catastrophic forgetting of previous knowledge.
To stress this, we present K-ADAPTER as shown in Figure
1(b), where multiple kinds of knowledge are injected into
different compact neural models (i.e., adapters in this paper)
individually instead of directly injecting knowledge into
pre-trained models. It remains the original representation
of a pre-trained model fixed and supports continual knowl-
edge infusion, i.e., injecting each kind of knowledge into
the corresponding knowledge-specific adapter and produc-
ing disentangled representation. Specifically, adapters are
knowledge-specific models (with few parameters) plugged
outside of a pre-trained model, which inputs are the out-
put hidden-states of intermediate layers of the pre-trained
model. We pre-train each adapter on different pre-train tasks
independently for injecting different knowledge while the
original parameters of the pre-trained model are frozen. In
this paper, we exploit RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) as the
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pre-trained model, and mainly infuse factual knowledge and
linguistic knowledge with two kinds of adapters, i.e., factual
adapter and linguistic adapter which are pre-trained on the
relation classification task and dependency relation predic-
tion task, respectively. We will first describe the structure
of our adapter, and then present the process of pre-training
knowledge-specific adapters in the following sections.
3.1. Adapter Structure
There are many ways to implement adapters (Rebuffi et al.,
2017; Houlsby et al., 2019). In this paper, we present
a different adapter structure as shown in Figure 2 as the
knowledge-specific adapter. Each adapter model consists of
K adapter layers that containN transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) layers and two projection layers. A skip-connection
is applied across two projection layers. Specifically, for
each adapter model, we plug adapter layers among different
transformer layers of the pre-trained model. We concatenate
the output hidden feature of the transformer layer of the pre-
trained model and the output feature of the former adapter
layer as the input feature of the current adapter layer. For
each knowledge-specific adapter, we use the concatenation
of the last hidden feature of the pre-trained model and the
last hidden feature of the adapter as the final output feature
of this adapter model.
In the pre-training procedure, we train each knowledge-
specific adapter on different pre-training tasks individually.
For various downstream tasks, K-ADAPTER can adopt the
fine-tuning procedure similar to RoBERTa and BERT. When
only one knowledge-specific is adopted, we can take the
final output feature of this adapter model as the input for
task-specific layers of the downstream task. When multiple
knowledge-specific adapters are adopted, we concatenate
the output features of different adapter models as the input
for task-specific layers of the downstream task.
3.2. Pre-training settings
To be more specific, we use the RoBERTaLARGE (L=24,
H=1024, A=16, 355M params) implementation by Hugging-
face1 as the pre-trained model in all our experiments. As
for each adapter layer, we denote the number of transformer
layer as N , the hidden dimension of transformer layer as
HA, the number of self-attention heads of transformer layer
as AA, the hidden dimension of down-projection layer as
Hd and the hidden dimension of up-projection layer as
Hu. In detail, we have the following adapter size: N = 2,
HA = 768, AA = 12, Hu = 1024 and Hd = 768. The
RoBERTa layers where adapter layers plug in are {0,11,23},
and different adapter layers do not share parameters. Thus
the total parameters for each adapter model are about 42M,
1https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
which are much smaller than RoBERTaLARGE and make
the training process memory efficient. Then we will describe
how to inject different knowledge into knowledge-specific
adapters below.
3.3. Factual Adapter
Factual knowledge can be described as the basic informa-
tion that concerned with facts or contains facts. In this
work, we acquire factual knowledge from the relationships
among entities in natural language language. We extract
a sub-dataset T-REx-rc from T-REx (ElSahar et al., 2018)
which is a large scale alignment dataset between Wikipedia
abstracts and Wikidata triples, having 685 unique relations.
To be specific, T-REx-rc only contains the sentences where
a surface form of the relation appears, and then we dis-
card all relations having lees than 50 entity pairs, collect-
ing 430 relations and 5.5M sentences. In order to inject
factual knowledge, we propose pre-training a knowledge-
specific adapter called facAdapter on the T-REx-rc dataset
using relation classification task. This task requires a model
to classify relation labels of given entity pairs based on
context. Specifically, we use the concatenation of the last
hidden feature of RoBERTa and the last hidden feature of
facAdapter as the input representation, and then apply the
pooling layer to input representations of the given entities,
and then concatenate two entity representations to perform
relation classification. RoBERTa is fixed during training
and the parameters of the facAdapter are trainable and ini-
tialized randomly. More training details of factual adapter
can be found in the supplementary material.
3.4. Linguistic Adapter
Linguistic knowledge is implicitly contained in natural lan-
guage texts, e.g., syntax and semantics information. In this
work, we acquire linguistic knowledge from dependency
relationships among words in natural language text. We
build a dataset for training the linguistic adapter. We run
the off-the-shell dependency parser from Standford Parser2
(Chen & Manning, 2014) on a part of Book Corpus (Zhu
et al., 2015) consisting of 1M examples. To inject linguistic
knowledge, we pre-train another knowledge-specific adapter
called linAdapter on dependency relation prediction. This
task aims to predict the father index of each token in the
given sentence. Similar to training the facAdapter, we use
the concatenation of the last hidden feature of RoBERTa and
the last hidden feature of linAdapter as the input representa-
tion, and then apply a linear layer to input representations
of each tokens to perform classification. RoBERTa is fixed
during training and the parameters of the linAdapter are
trainable and initialized randomly. We describe the training
details of linguistic adapter in the supplementary material.
2http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.html
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Table 2. Results on two entity typing datasets OpenEntity and FIGER.
Model OpenEntity FIGER
P R F1 Acc Ma-F1 Mi-F1
NFGEC (Shimaoka et al., 2016) 68.80 53.30 60.10 55.60 75.15 71.73
BERT-base (Zhang et al., 2019) 76.37 70.96 73.56 52.04 75.16 71.63
ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019) 78.42 72.90 75.56 57.19 75.61 73.39
KnowBERT (Peters et al., 2019) 78.60 73.70 76.10 - - -
KEPLER (Wang et al., 2019) 77.20 74.20 75.70 - - -
WKLM (Xiong et al., 2020) - - - 60.21 81.99 77.00
RoBERTa 77.55 74.95 76.23 56.31 82.43 77.83
RoBERTa + multitask 77.96 76.00 76.97 59.86 84.45 78.84
K-ADAPTER (F+L) 79.25 75.00 77.06 61.81 84.87 80.54
K-ADAPTER (F) 79.30 75.84 77.53 59.50 84.52 80.42
K-ADAPTER (L) 80.01 74.00 76.89 61.10 83.61 79.18
4. Experiments
We evaluate our K-ADAPTER on three downstream tasks,
i.e., entity typing, question answering and relation classi-
fication. Furthermore, we conduct probing experiments to
examine the ability of models for learning factual knowl-
edge. The notations of K-ADAPTER (F+L), K-ADAPTER
(F), and K-ADAPTER (L) denote our model which consists
of both factual adapter and linguistic adapter, only factual
adapter and only linguistic adapter, respectively. The imple-
mentation details are in the supplementary material.
4.1. Entity Typing
We conduct experiments on fine-grained entity typing which
aims to predict the types of a given entity and its context.
For this task, we evaluate our models on Open Entity (Choi
et al., 2018) and FIGER (Ling et al., 2015) following the
same split setting as Zhang et al. (2019). The statistics
of datasets are shown in the supplementary material. To
fine-tune our models for entity typing, we modify the in-
put token sequence by adding the special token “@” before
and after a certain entity, then the first “@” special token
representation is adopted to perform classification. To com-
pare performance on the Open Entity dataset with previous
works (Shimaoka et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019; Peters
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), we evaluate the models
using loose micro precision, recall and F1, and adopt micro
F1 score as the final metric to represent the model perfor-
mance. As for FIGER dataset, we adopt strict accuracy,
loose macro, loose micro F1 scores for evaluation following
the same evaluation criteria used in the previous works.
Baselines NFGEC (Shimaoka et al., 2016) employs re-
cursive neural networks to compose context representations
and adapts an attention mechanism to focus on relevant
expressions. KEPLER (Wang et al., 2019) integrates fac-
tual knowledge into pre-trained models with the supervision
of the knowledge embedding objective. They propose to
encode textual descriptions of entities as their entity em-
beddings, and then jointly learn the knowledge embeddings
and language representations. RoBERTa+multitask is our
RoBERTa model pre-trained with multi-task learning (as
shown in Figure 1(a)) for injecting multiple kinds of knowl-
edge on two pre-training tasks, i.e., relation classification
and dependency relation prediction. Other baseline models,
such as BERT-base (Zhang et al., 2019), ERNIE (Zhang
et al., 2019), KnowBERT (Peters et al., 2019) and WKLM
(Xiong et al., 2020) are described in Section 2.
Results and Discussion The results on Open Entity and
FIGER are shown in Table 2. Our K-ADAPTER (F+L)
achieves consistent improvements across these two datasets.
As for the Open Entity dataset, our RoBERTa has achieved
better results than other baseline models. K-ADAPTER
(F+L) achieves improvement of 0.83% F1 and 1.7% preci-
sion over RoBERTa, which means the factual knowledge
and linguistic knowledge help to predict the types more
accurately. As for the FIGER dataset, FIGER covers more
entity types and thus more fine-grained than Open Entity.
Compared with WKLM, our K-ADAPTER (F+L) improves
the macro F1 by 2.88%, micro F1 by 2.54% and strict accu-
racy by 1.60%. This demonstrates that K-ADAPTER (F+L)
benefits fine-grained entity typing.
4.2. Question Answering
We conduct experiments on two question answering tasks,
i.e., commonsense question answering and open-domain
question answering. Commonsense question answering
aims to answer questions with commonsense. We adopt
CosmosQA (Huang et al., 2019) to evaluate our mod-
els. CosmosQA requires commonsense-based reading com-
prehension, formulated as multiple-choice questions. To
fine-tune our models for CosmosQA, for each answer,
the input token sequence is modified as “<SEP>context
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Table 3. Results on three question answering datasets including: CosmosQA, SearchQA and Quasar-T.
Model SearchQA Quasar-T CosmosQA
EM F1 EM F1 Accuracy
BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016) 28.60 34.60 25.90 28.50 -
AQA (Buck et al., 2018) 40.50 47.40 - - -
Rˆ3 (Wang et al., 2017a) 49.00 55.30 35.30 41.70 -
DSQA (Lin et al., 2018) 49.00 55.30 42.30 49.30 -
Evidence Agg. (Wang et al., 2018) 57.00 63.20 42.30 49.60 -
BERT (Xiong et al., 2020) 57.10 61.90 40.40 46.10 -
WKLM (Xiong et al., 2020) 58.70 63.30 43.70 49.90 -
WKLM + Ranking (Xiong et al., 2020) 61.70 66.70 45.80 52.20 -
BERT-FTRACE+SWAG (Huang et al., 2019) - - - - 68.70
RoBERTa 59.01 65.62 40.83 48.84 80.59
RoBERTa + multitask 59.92 66.67 44.62 51.17 81.19
K-ADAPTER (F+L) 61.96 67.31 45.69 52.48 81.83
K-ADAPTER (F) 61.85 67.17 46.75 53.27 80.93
K-ADAPTER (L) 61.15 66.82 45.66 52.39 80.76
</SEP>question</SEP>answer</SEP>”, then the repre-
sentation of the first token is adopted to perform classifi-
cation, and will get a score for this answer. After getting
four scores, the answer with the highest score will be se-
lected. We report accuracy scores obtained from the leader-
board. Open-domain question answering aims to answer
open-domain questions using external resources such as
collections of documents and webpages. We evaluate our
modes on two public open-domain QA datasets, i.e., Quasar-
T (Dhingra et al., 2017) and SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017).
The statistics of these datasets are shown in the supple-
mentary material. Specifically, we first retrieve paragraphs
corresponding to the question from external resources us-
ing the information retrieval system and then extract the
answer from these retrieved paragraphs through the reading
comprehension technique. Following previous work(Lin
et al., 2018), we use the retrieved paragraphs provided by
Wang et al. (2017b) for these two datasets. To fine-tune our
models for this task, the input token sequence is modified as
“<SEP>question </SEP>paragraph</SEP>”. We apply
linear layers over the last hidden features of our model to
predict the start and end position of the answer span. We
adopt two metrics including ExactMatch (EM) and loose F1
scores to evaluate our models.
Baselines BERT-FTRACE+SWAG (Huang et al., 2019)
is the BERT model sequentially fine-tuned on both RACE
and SWAG datasets for knowledge transfer. BiDAF (Seo
et al., 2016) is a reading comprehension model with a bi-
directional attention network. AQA (Buck et al., 2018) is
a reinforced system learning to re-write questions and ag-
gregate the answers generated by the re-written questions.
Rˆ3 (Wang et al., 2017a) is a reinforced model making use
of a ranker for selecting most confident paragraph to train
the reading comprehension model. Evidence Agg. (Wang
et al., 2018) proposes making use of the aggregated evi-
dence from across multiple paragraphs to better determine
the answer with re-rankers. BERT (Xiong et al., 2020)
is the BERT re-implementation by Xiong et al. (2020) for
open-domain QA. WKLM (Xiong et al., 2020) is described
in Section 2, which is adopted as the reader model to read
multiple paragraphs to predict a single answer. WKLM +
Ranking (Xiong et al., 2020) is a WKLM paragraph reader
plus with a BERT based paragraph ranker with distant-
supervised data to assign each paragraph a relevance score.
Results and Discussion The results on CosmosQA are
shown in Table 3. Compared with BERT-FTRACE+SWAG,
our RoBERTa significantly achieves 11.89% improvement
of accuracy. CosmosQA combines reading comprehen-
sion with commonsense reasoning, requires contextual com-
monsense reasoning over considerably more complex, di-
verse, and longer context. Compared to RoBERTa, K-
ADAPTER (F+L) further improves the accuracy by 1.24%,
which indicates that K-ADAPTER can obtain better com-
monsense inference ability. Moreover, the performance of
ablated K-ADAPTER models, i.e., K-ADAPTER (F) and K-
ADAPTER (L) are clearly better than RoBERTa, but slightly
lose compared with RoBERTa+multitask. It is notable that
K-ADAPTER (F+L) makes obvious improvement compar-
ing with RoBERTa+multitask. This demonstrates that the
combination of multiple knowledge-specific adapters could
achieve better performance.
The results for open-domain QA are shown in Table 3. Our
K-ADAPTER models achieve better results on these two
datasets as compared to other baselines. This indicates that
our K-ADAPTER models can make full use of the infused
knowledge and accordingly benefit understanding the re-
trieved paragraphs to answer the question. Specifically, on
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SearchQA, our K-ADAPTER (F+L) makes significant im-
provement of 4.01% F1 scores, comparing with WKLM
where the ranking scores are not used, and even has a slight
improvement as compared to WKLM+Ranking. It is worth
noting that K-ADAPTER models do not consider the confi-
dence of each retrieved paragraph, while WKLM+Ranking
utilizes ranking scores from a BERT based ranker. On
the Quasar-T dataset, our K-ADAPTER (F+L) also outper-
forms WKLM by 2.58% F1 score and slightly outperforms
WKLM+Ranking.
4.3. Relation Classification
Relation classification aims to determine the correct relation
between two entities in a given sentence. We fine-tune and
compare our models with several baseline methods on a
large-scale relation classification dataset TACRED (Zhang
et al., 2017), which covers 42 relation types and contains
106,264 sentences. The statistics of this dataset are shown
in the supplementary material. To fine-tune our models for
relation classification, we modify the input token sequence
by adding special token “@” before and after the first entity,
adding “#” before and after the second entity. Then the
token representations of the first special token “@” and
“#” are concatenated to perform relation classification. We
evaluate the models using micro precision, recall and F1,
and adopt micro F1 score as the metric to represent the
model performance as previous works.
Baselines C-GCN (Zhang et al., 2018) employs graph
convolutional networks (GCNs) over dependency tree struc-
tures to model dependency trees for relation classification.
BERT-large (Baldini Soares et al., 2019) is a baseline
BERT-large model of Baldini Soares et al. (2019) to per-
form task-specific fine-tuning on TACRED. BERT+MTB
(Baldini Soares et al., 2019) is a method of training re-
lation representation without supervision from a knowl-
edge base or human annotators by matching the blanks
(MTB). Other baseline models, such as BERT-base (Zhang
et al., 2019), ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019), KnowBERT
(Peters et al., 2019), KEPLER (Wang et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa+multitask are described in Section 2 and 4.1.
Results and Discussion Table 4 shows the performances
of different models on TACRED. The results indicate that
K-ADAPTER models significantly outperform all baselines,
which directly demonstrate our models can benefit relation
classification. In particular, (1) K-ADAPTER models out-
perform our RoBERTa, which proves the effectiveness of
infusing knowledge into pre-trained model with adapters.
(2) K-ADAPTER models gain more improvement compared
with RoBERTa+multitask which learns tangled knowledge.
This directly demonstrates injecting knowledge individually
in K-ADAPTER way would help models make full use of
Table 4. Results on the TACRED relation classification dataset.
Model P R F1
C-GCN (Zhang et al., 2018) 69.90 63.30 66.40
BERT-base (Zhang et al., 2019) 67.23 64.81 66.00
ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019) 69.97 66.08 67.97
BERT-large (Baldini Soares et al., 2019) - - 70.10
BERT+MTB (Baldini Soares et al., 2019) - - 71.50
KnowBERT (Peters et al., 2019) 71.60 71.40 71.50
KEPLER (Wang et al., 2019) 70.43 73.02 71.70
RoBERTa 70.17 72.36 71.25
RoBERTa + multitask 70.18 73.11 71.62
K-ADAPTER (F+L) 70.05 73.92 71.93
K-ADAPTER (F) 69.39 74.59 71.89
K-ADAPTER (L) 68.85 75.37 71.96
knowledge. (3) K-ADAPTER (L) achieves the best perfor-
mance among all K-ADAPTER models. This demonstrates
linguistic knowledge is more useful on TACRED dataset.
4.4. Probing Experiments
Although our K-ADAPTER models have shown superior per-
formance on several knowledge-driven downstream tasks, it
does not directly provide insights into whether our models
infuse richer factual and commonsense knowledge. Thus we
utilize a LAMA (LAnguage Model Analysis) probe (Petroni
et al., 2019) to examine the ability to memorize factual
knowledge. Specifically, the LAMA probing task aims to
answer cloze-style questions about relational facts, e.g., “Si-
mon Bowman was born in [MASK]”. This task requires
the language model to predict a distribution over a limited
vocabulary to replace [MASK]. We report mean precision
at one (P@1) macro-averaged over relations.
Settings We consider several language models includ-
ing: ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), ELMo5.5B (Peters et al.,
2018), Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019), BERTLARGE
and RoBERTaLARGE . We focus on LAMA-GoogleRE and
LAMA-T-REx datasets, which are aimed at factual knowl-
edge. We also conduct probe experiments on LAMA-UHN
(Poerner et al., 2019), a more factual subset of LAMA-
Google-RE and LAMA-T-REx, by filtering out queries that
are easy to answer from entity names alone. Different mod-
els have different vocabulary sizes. To conduct a more fair
comparison experiment, we adopt the intersection of vocab-
ularies and let every language model rank only tokens in this
vocabulary following Petroni et al. (2019). For simplicity,
we only compare K-APDATER (F) which is infused with
factual knowledge, with other baseline models.
Results and Discussion Results on LAMA and LAMA-
UHN datasets are shown in Table 5. It is surprising
that BERTLARGE performs better than RoBERTaLARGE .
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Table 5. P@1 on LAMA and LAMA-UHN across Google-RE and T-REx corpora.
Corpus Models
ELMo ELMo5.5B TransformerXL BERT-large RoBERTaLARGE K-APDATER
LAMA-Google-RE 2.2 3.1 1.8 12.1 4.8 7.0
LAMA-UHN-Google-RE 2.3 2.7 1.3 6.5 2.5 3.7
LAMA-T-REx 0.2 0.3 19.5 33.9 27.1 29.1
LAMA-UHN-T-REx 0.2 0.2 12.6 26.2 20.1 23.0
Table 6. Examples of generation for RoBERTaLARGE and K-ADAPTER. The last column reports the top ranked predicted tokens. Correct
predictions are in bold.
Query Answer Model Generation
The official language of Mauritius is
[MASK]. English
RoBERTa French, English, Dutch, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish
K-ADAPTER English, French, Dutch, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish
The native language of Mammootty
is [MASK]. Malayalam
RoBERTa English, Tamil, Hindi, Sanskrit, Arabic, Chinese, spoken
K-ADAPTER Malayalam, Tamil, Hindi, Mandarin, English, Thai
Birds have [MASK]. feathers RoBERTa flown, feathers, babies, noticed, gone, changed, come
K-ADAPTER feelings, feathers, brains, names, souls, eyes, wings
Ravens can [MASK]. fly RoBERTa win, play, score, lose, run, drink, fly, roll, wait, ide
K-ADAPTER fly, swim, sing, shoot, kill, go, fish, drink, die, roll
Sometimes virus causes [MASK]. infection RoBERTa cancer, death, illness, blindness, paralysis, infection
K-ADAPTER cancer, illness, death, infection, disease, problems, pain
Sunshine Coast, British Columbia is
located in [MASK]. Canada
RoBERTa Florida, California, Texas, Hawaii, Mexico, Arizona
K-ADAPTER Canada, Vancouver, Victoria, BC, Australia, California
iPod Touch is produced by
[MASK]. Apple
RoBERTa Apple, Samsung, Qualcomm, LG, Microsoft, HTC
K-ADAPTER Apple, HTC, Samsung, Motorola, Intel, Sony
There is one possible reason: BERT uses a character-level
BPE (Gage, 1994) vocabulary, while RoBERTa considers
byte-level BPE vocabulary. This finding indicates that, al-
though using bytes makes it possible to learn a subword
vocabulary that can encode any text without introducing
“unknown” tokens, it might indirectly harm the model’s abil-
ity to learn factual knowledge, e.g., some proper nouns may
be divided into bytes. Thus in the following experiments,
we do not take BERT into account.
K-ADAPTER outperforms other models (except for BERT)
by a huge margin. On LAMA datasets, compared to
RoBERTaLARGE , K-ADAPTER obtains 2.2% and 1.2%
P@1 improvement across Google-RE and T-REx, respec-
tively. Moreover, compared to RoBERTaLARGE , K-
ADAPTER still achieves better results on LAMA-UHN. The
results demonstrate that K-ADAPTER captures richer fac-
tual and commonsense knowledge than RoBERTa. Further-
more, Table 6 shows several examples for the generation
of RoBERTaLARGE and K-ADAPTER for LAMA queries.
From these examples, we can find that the objects predicted
by K-ADAPTER are more accurate.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a flexible and simple approach,
called K-ADAPTER, to infuse knowledge into large pre-
trained models. K-ADAPTER remains the original pa-
rameters of pre-trained models unchanged and supports
continual knowledge infusion, i.e., new kinds of injected-
knowledge will not affect the parameters learned for old
knowledge. Specifically, factual knowledge and linguistic
knowledge are infused into RoBERTa with two kinds of
adapters, which are pre-trained on the relation classifica-
tion task and dependency relation prediction task, respec-
tively. Extensive experiments on three knowledge-driven
downstream tasks demonstrate that the performance of each
adapter achieves a significant improvement individually, and
even more together. Probing experiments further suggest
that K-ADAPTER captures richer factual and commonsense
knowledge than RoBERTa.
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Supplementary Material
A. Pre-Training Details
A.1. Factual Adapter
The pre-trained model is fixed during training and the pa-
rameters of the factual adapter are trainable and initialized
randomly. The model is trained with cross-entropy loss. To
accelerate the training process, we set the max sequence
length as 64 as the average sequence length of T-REx-rc is
only 22.8. We train the model for 5 epochs using a batch
size of 128. We use AdamW to optimize our models with
the initial learning rate of 2e-5. We train the model with 4
16G NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
A.2. Linguistic Adapter
Same as the training process of the factual adapter, the pre-
trained model is fixed during training and the parameters of
the linguistic adapter are trainable and initialized randomly.
The model is trained with BCEWithLogits loss. We set the
max sequence length as 128. We train the model for 10
epochs using a batch size of 256. We use AdamW with the
initial learning rate of 1e-5. We train the model with 4 16G
NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
B. Dataset statistics
In Table 7, we present the statistics of one relation classi-
fication dataset TACRED, and two entity typing datasets
OpenEntity and FIGER. In Table 8, we present the statis-
tics of one commonsense QA dataset CosmosQA and two
open-domain QA datasets SearchQA and Quasar-T.
Table 7. The statistics of the relation classification dataset TA-
CRED and entity typing datasets, i.e., Open Entity and FIGER.
Dataset Train Dev Test Relation/Type
TACRED 68,124 22,631 15,509 42
Open Entity 2,000 2,000 2,000 6
FIGER 2,000,000 10,000 563 113
Table 8. The statistics of the question answering datasets, i.e., Cos-
mosQA, SearchQA and Quasar-T.
Dataset Train Dev Test
CosmosQA 25,588 3,000 7,000
SearchQA 99,811 13,893 27,247
Quasar-T 28,496 3,000 3,000
C. Fine-tuning Details and Hyperparameters
We implement our experiments using Huggingface3. For all
fine-tuning experiments, we use AdamW as the optimizer.
The parameters of adapters are fixed during the fine-tuning
process and the parameters of RoBERTa are trainable and
initialized from Huggingface checkpoint. We select the best
hyperparameters on the validation set. For all experiments,
we set the random seed to be 42 for reproductibility.
C.1. Entity typing
For Open Entity dataset, we set the max sequence length to
be 256 and select the hyperparameters from batch size: {4,
8}, learning rate: {2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6} and warmup step: {0,
200, 500, 1000, 1200}. For K-ADAPTER (F), the best per-
formance is achieved at batch size=4, lr=5e-6, warmup=500
(it takes about 2 hours to get the best result running on
singe 16G P100). For K-ADAPTER (L), the best perfor-
mance is achieved at batch size=4, lr=5e-6, warmup=1000
(it takes about 2 hours to get the best result running on
singe 16G P100). For K-ADAPTER (F+L), the best perfor-
mance is achieved at batch size=4, lr=5e-6, warmup=1000
(it takes about 3 hours to get the best result running on singe
16G P100). For FIGER dataset, we run experiments on 4
16G P100 for 3 epochs, set the max sequence length to be
256, and select the hyperparameters from batch size: {64,
512, 2048}, learning rate: {2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6} and warmup
step: {0, 200, 500, 1000, 1200}. For K-ADAPTER (F), the
best performance is achieved at batch size=2048, lr=5e-6,
warmup=500. For K-ADAPTER (L), the best performance
is achieved at batch size=2048, lr=5e-6, warmup=200. For
K-ADAPTER (F+L), the best performance is achieved at
batch size=2048, lr=5e-6, warmup=1000.
C.2. Question Answering
For CosmosQA dataset, we run experiments on one single
16G P100 for 3 epochs, set the max sequence length to be
256, and select the hyperparameters from batch size: {16,
32, 64, 128}, learning rate: {2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6} and warmup
step: {0, 200, 500, 800, 1000}. For K-ADAPTER (F+L)
and its ablated models, the best performance is achieved at
batch size=64, lr=1e-5, warmup=0 (it takes about 8 hours to
get the best result).
For SearchQA dataset, we run experiments on one single
16G P100 for 2 epochs, set the max sequence length to
be 128, and select the hyperparameters from batch size:
{2, 4, 8, 16}, learning rate: {5e-5, 2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6} and
warmup step: {0, 500, 1000}. For K-ADAPTER (F+L) and
its ablated models, the best performance is achieved at batch
size=8, lr=5e-6, warmup=0. For Quasar-T dataset, we run
experiments on one single 16G P100 for 5 epochs, set the
3https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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max sequence length to be 256, and select the hyperparam-
eters from batch size: {2, 4, 8, 16}, learning rate: {5e-5,
2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6} and warmup step: {0, 500, 1000}. For
K-ADAPTER (F+L) and its ablated models, the best perfor-
mance is achieved at batch size=16, lr=1e-5, warmup=0.
C.3. Relation Classification
For TACRED dataset, we run experiments on 4 16G P100
for 5 epochs, set the max sequence length to be 184, and
select the hyperparameters from batch size: {4, 8, 16, 32},
learning rate: {2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6, 1e-6} and warmup step:
{0, 200, 500, 800, 1000, 1200}. For K-ADAPTER (F),
the best performance is achieved at batch size=32, lr=1e-5,
warmup=500. For K-ADAPTER (L), the best performance
is achieved at batch size=32, lr=1e-5, warmup=200. For
K-ADAPTER (F+L), the best performance is achieved at
batch size=32, lr=5e-6, warmup=1000.
D. Probing Experiments
We implement our probing experiments using LAMA4.
LAMA probe aims to answer cloze-style questions about re-
lational facts, e.g., “Simon Bowman was born in [MASK]”.
This task requires the language model to predict a distribu-
tion over a limited vocabulary to replace [MASK]. When we
infuse knowledge into knowledge-specific adapters, we do
not change the original parameters of the pre-trained model
and thus do not adopt the masked language model (MLM)
as a pre-training task. Therefore, before we conduct probing
experiments, we need to add and train a linear layer as the
mlm layer for predicting the [MASK] entities. Specifically,
we fix all the parameters of K-ADAPTER and only update
the parameters of the mlm layer using a masked language
modeling (MLM) loss. We adopt the raw WikiText-2 dataset
(181M). We train the mlm layer with one single 16G P100
for 2 epochs. We set the max sequence length to be 512,
batch size to be 1024 and warmup step to be 0.
4https://github.com/facebookresearch/LAMA
